
IMPROVE PULP QUALITY         SAVE MONEY         MEET MILL OBJECTIVES

JC-0 Conical Refiner Fillings
Optimize pulp quality 

and production efficiency

Boost system performance with J&L 
JC-0 conical refiner fillings. 

Engineered for precision results in low-
consistency Conflo® refiners, our Uni-Bond
and segmented fillings are fabricated from
a super-strong alloy for exceptional wear
and improved pulp quality.

Strategically formulated to solve refiner plate
issues such as bar-edge rounding, cavitation,
serration, corrosion and bar breakage, our superior
alloys and vast selection of patterns give you more
choices than any other manufacturer.

Save Money
Cut installation time by 50% with Uni-Bond fillings. We also offer segmented
fillings to help make the most of existing equipment. Tough J&L alloys improve
wear resistance and extend filling life.

Improve Pulp Quality
J&L alloys provide unlimited pattern flexibility,
taller bars and sharper edges that ensure more
precise, consistent pulp quality.

Meet Mill Objectives
We custom design JC-0 patterns to achieve mill
objectives. Utilizing unlimited pattern flexibility and
extensive low-consistency knowledge, J&L helps
improve process efficiency, capacity and fiber
characteristics, and reduces energy use in your mill.

A PRECISION CASTPARTS COMPANY

Unlimited pattern flexibility to
precisely match your process.

SIX-STEP
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

J&L brings extensive low-

consistency experience to our 

Six Step Systems Analysis. This

process identifies your mill’s

challenges and establishes custom

solutions for process optimization.

Hydraulics – Flow

Consistency

Specific Energy (HPD/T)

Delta CSF / HPD/T

Refining Intensity (WS/M)
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Advanced Precision: 
JC-0

Taller bars, sharper edges for
precise, consistent pulp quality

Superior Alloys
J&L’s C90 alloy is premium stainless steel with high
surface hardness that improves our JC-0 filling life by
more than 15%. Our current line will continue to expand
using six other alloys from our alloy development program.

Overall, J&L offers more than 20 robust alloys for
unlimited pattern customization. 

Pattern-Making Flexibility
Unlike competitors’ standard offerings, J&L’s
advanced alloys allow unlimited pattern flexibility 
to match your process, improving pulp quality and
overall production costs.

Uni-Bond Construction
JC-0 fillings feature Uni-Bond construction that lets
us offer a more complete range of fillings in fine-bar
patterns. Uni-Bond fillings also cut installation time
by 50%, compared to segmented ones. 

Knowledge, Experience and R&D
For more than 30 years, J&L’s proactive focus on
product development makes us the industry leader 
in advanced alloy technology that meets the ever-
changing demands of pulp and paper refining systems.
Our responsive, flexible customer approach and
extensive industry experience help you optimize 
your entire refining process, from needs assessment
through implementation.

To improve your pulp quality and production profits,
call 262-544-1890 or visit www.jlfiberservices.com.

Virtually
unbreakable C90
alloy for longer life

Uni-Bond construction 
cuts installation time 50%
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